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In his otherworldly memoir Running in the Family, Sri-Lankan 
born writer Michael Ondaatje conjures the character of his 
grandmother Lalla, ‘who died in the blue arms of a jacaranda 
tree’ in the town of Nuwara Eliya, in August 1947. All of Sri 
Lanka, from the coast to the central highlands, ‘was mauled by 
rains that year’, Ondaatje writes. ‘Oblivious to the amount of 
destruction’ outside, at 5am on 15 August Lalla ‘stepped out 
towards the still dark night of almost dawn and straight into 
the floods.’ At once she was

hauled away by an arm of water, her handbag bursting open. 
[…] The new river in the street moved her right across the race 
course and park towards the bus station. As the light came up 
slowly she was being swirled fast, ‘floating’ (as ever confident 
of surviving this too) alongside branches and leaves, the dawn 
starting to hit flamboyant trees as she slipped past them like a 
dark log, shoes lost […]. She was free as a fish, travelling faster 
than she had in years, […] only now there was this roar around 
her. [… Birds] rode the air around Lalla wishing to perch on her 
unable to alight on anything except what was moving.

What was moving was the rushing flood. […] The symmetrical 
flower beds also began to receive the day’s light and Lalla gazed 
down at them with wonder, moving as lazily as that long dark 
scarf which trailed off her neck brushing the branches and 
never catching.i 

‘Hauled away’ from the hubbub of Parap Shopping Village, 
swept from the lobby into the first long channel of 24HR Art 
and beyond, we move in eddies through a luminous coastal 
archaeology made of paper and found objects. Metal cans, 
plastic bottles and drinking straws, salvaged from swamp 
or marsh—mudflat, sandbar—or seagrass bed? Currents 
produced by the slender sculptural forms of roots, rhizomes 
and their shadows draw us further amongst exotic cascades 
and clusters. In our lazy floating, our foreseeable slipping 
past this installation, each of us is implicated in the ecological 
processes that Sarah Pirrie is concentrated upon. Here, 
moving, each of us is part of the ‘potent brew’ of urban runoff 
that inevitably effects the constructed environment.ii  At 
cellular and subcellular levels, paper is an especially responsive 
medium; we impart our restless energies to the work’s physical 
fabric, lines and hues, subtly modifying the state of the artist’s 
materials, and their probable resident organisms.

Pirrie is far from oblivious to the destructive elemental forces 
that manifest during Darwin’s wet season. Indeed the artist 
and the ecologist in her have become fascinated by the impact 
of tropical storms on coastal reserves near her home in the 
city’s inner northern suburbs. Saluting their power to displace, 
redistribute and alter every aspect of the landscape, Pirrie 
has described the storms as ‘intensely creative’. As such, she 
experiences them as episodic provocations to her own creative 
practice—particularly her practice involving paper, since, in 
concert with Darwin’s climate, paper ‘is always becoming 
wet or dry’. If only it were safe to do so, Pirrie would surely 
allow herself to be ‘hauled away’ outside like Ondaatje’s 
Lalla, ‘alongside branches and leaves’, into the roar of a 
local storm surge! There is certainly Lalla’s wonderment in 
Pirrie’s observation that ‘after a cyclone, along the beaches, 
everything’s extraordinary, either completely torn away or 
revealed’.iii 

Such words suggest a romancing of nature’s chaos as it 
appears to the naked eye after savage weather. But Pirrie 
mentions ‘everything’ knowledgeably, from experience. Near 
where we live, ‘everything’ includes sediments and soils; 
organic litterfall; uprooted trees; snapped branches; food and 
habitat—microbe, animal, bird and human; toxins and man-
made contaminants; our domestic and industrial refuse. Most 
of the debris originates from the land. Gross pollutant traps 
collect from stormwater a tangle of ‘everything’, splintered, 
crushed or whole, which washes up into monumental 
assemblages. Each trap becomes the latest refrain on our 
commonplace garbage and alarming, accidental junk. 

Pirrie’s work points past a simplistic judgement of the human 
behaviour that generates these refrains—to the spectacular 
ecological complexity of coastal wetlands. They are amongst 
the most productive of all natural ecosystems.iv  Runoff 
witnesses the dynamism, intricacy and patience of such 
productivity and change. Snagging and spilling onto the floor, 
the work’s grand curves are festooned with detail: reed-like, 
vine-like, coral- and petal-like slivers of paper overlapping, 
congealing and wilting, dappled with colour. Pigment in bold 
hues bites and creeps like one or more spectral moulds. Or, 
as occurs with so much streetside rubbish, is this the lustre 
of familiar brands leaching into the environment? Runoff 
recognises that the ecological processes are many and various; 
variously declining, enduring and adapting according to 
specific conditions that are never wholly perceptible. They 
transform and are transformed by whatever debris is carried 
by the wind and rain, whatever succumbs to the flow and 
becomes even briefly embedded. And where the precarious 
living boundaries of coastal ecosystems are shifting, it is 
likely that our own living boundaries are too: the boundaries 
of where we build, and settle, and from which we make or 
imagine future departures.  

Pirrie’s immersive patterning of materials, light and shade is 
eerily beautiful, even as it might be interpreted as a warning 
of toxicity from human discard. On another scale, Runoff 
might be viewed as aestheticised evidence for the global 
catastrophes of climate change and rising sea levels. Yet 
just as Ondaatje’s lyricism transfigures the tragic story of his 
grandmother’s drowning, Pirrie’s art transfigures imagery of 
ravaged shores into a tidal gardenscape—dramatic though 
soft-edged surroundings in which mutation and evolution 
are glimpsed as irrepressibly magical effects. This strange, 
harmonious vision evokes the rapturous momentum of Lalla’s 
journey on ‘the new river in the street’, towards the bright 
limbs of a tropical tree in flower. Its ground is existential.
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